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Abstract
Background

Gastric cancer is as the gastrointestinal issue, the second most death-cause complication worldwide. The
survival rate of gastric cancer is lesser due to diagnosing it at the advanced stage. SRY-box containing
gene 17 (SOX-17) expression and methylation participate a crucial role in the gastric cancer.

Methods

In this research, capture probe modi�ed interdigitated electrode was used to quantify the SOX-17 gene
target sequence. To improve the detection, IDE sensing surface was physically-modi�ed by silica-alumina
(Si-Al) nanocomposite. Through the biotin-streptavidin strategy, capture probe was immobilized on the
surface and complemented by the target sequence.

Results

Doubled the level of capture probe immobilization was noticed on the Si-Al modi�ed surface. From 1 aM
concentration of target sequence was detected in the presence of Si-Al nanocomposite, while it was
reached 10 aM in the absence, shows ten-folds difference. In addition, higher level of current changes
was registered with all the concentrations of target sequence. Control experiments with single, triple and
complementary sequences of target were done and there is no signi�cant changes in current were
recorded in the substituted sequences, representing the speci�c detection of target SOX-17 gene
sequence.

Conclusion

The detection method is shown with nanocomposite-modi�ed IDE surface helps to recognize the gastric
cancer effectively.

Background
Gastric cancer, also known as the stomach cancer is the life threatening complication, mainly developed
in the area of gastrointestinal; a second leading cause of death by cancer in worldwide [1, 2]. In this case,
cancer cells are originated in the inner-line of the stomach and leading to the cancer. Various reasons
have been proposed for causing the gastric cancer such as, smoking, Helicobacter pylori infection,
consuming a higher salty food, obese and some genetic factors [1, 2]. The survival rate of gastric cancer
is still not satis�ed due to its poor diagnosing system. It makes the urgency to detect the gastric cancer
with the suitable biomarker [3, 4], which will facilitate to diagnose at the initial stage. Cancer-
autoantibody panels and microRNA are considered as the e�cient biomarkers for gastric cancer.
Moreover, diagnosing volatile organic compounds in breath is also in the progressing stage of gastric
cancer to identify. Endoscopy is also considered as the potential tool to recognise the early stages of
gastric cancer [5]. Biomolecular markers that differentiate the benign stage from the physically silent
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malignant are necessary to eliminate the number of excess endoscopic biopsies and to enhance the
detection of gastric dysplasia at the initial stage. In the present research SRY box containing gene 17
(SOX-17) sequence was used to diagnose the condition associated with gastric cancer.

It has been widely accepted that SOX-17 gene, a transcription factor undergoes DNA methylation and this
gene expression is found to be closely correlated with gastric cancer [6–8]. DNA methylation mediates
the regulation of Sox-17 gene expression by the inhibition of transcription factor binding with DNA. It is
an essential process for regulating the gene expression speci�c to the tissue. It has been widely agreed
that by inactivating the gene related to the tumour, consequently hypermethylation in the regions of
promoter will [9, 10]. Yan et al. (2011) [6] revealed the down-regulation of SOX-17 gene in the gastric
cancer cells (MKN45). Their study demonstrated that the siRNA-mediated lower expression of SOX-17
gene enhances the multiplication of MKN45 cells and clears that low-abundance of SOX-17 gene is the
indication of gastric cancer.

SOX-17 is one of the e�cient biomarkers for various cancer including gastric cancer. [6, 8, 11] SOX-17
gene belongs to the SRY family and play a major role for various developmental processes and diseases.
SOX gene methylation with changes in the expression have been identi�ed in various cancers, which
includes liver, endometrial, gastric and colon [6, 12, 13]. Moreover, SOX-17 gene is highly methylated in the
primary stage of breast cancers [7]. The current study is focused on SOX-17 gene, because it exhibit a
CpG island in its promoter region and noted to be associated with both “Cancer” and “Wnt/β-catenin
signalling pathway” in gastric neoplasia. The revealed data is also suggested that SOX-17 silencing
occurs often at the beginning gastric and play a vital role in the disease development [8]. This research
was focused to identify the SOX-17 targeted gene sequence by the recommended probe [7] on the silica-
alumina modi�ed interdigitated electrode sensing surface.

Voltammetry-based sensing systems have been attracted in the past to diagnose various biomarkers due
to their high selectivity and sensitivity [14, 15]. Regarding this, modifying and improving the electrode
surface is mandatory to improve the diagnosing system and also reproducibility. Sensitivity and
selectivity are other key factors in the improving biosensor; both are highly correlated with the e�ciency
in biorecognition through the transducer. Various nanomaterials such as gold, silver, graphene, titanium
oxide, silica and alumina were used to improve the bioimmobilization process and the current-�ow [16–
19]. Herein, the silica-alumina nanocomposite was utilized to enhance the conductivity in the electrode
surface of IDE sensor, and improved the detection of targeted SOX-17 gene sequence.

Materials And Methods
Reagents and biomolecules

Glutaraldehyde (GLU), 3-(Aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES), Phosphate Buffer Solution (PBS; pH 7.4),
and Streptavidin were received from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). Biotinylated SOX-17 capture Probe: 5’ –
TGGCTATTTGCGAAAGTATTATATTTGAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA-C6-Biotin - 3’ and target: 5’ -
TCAAATATAATACTTTCGCAAATAGCCA – 3’ were synthesized commercially and the sequences were
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adopted from the earlier study [7]. Preparation of Si-Al nanocomposite was followed by the procedure
outline by Ramanathan et al. (2019) [20].

Fabrication of Interdigitated electrodes (IDE)

Silver electrode on IDE sensor was prepared by the traditional lithography method by wet-etching
fabrication. To print the silver IDE electrode on the surface of silicon wafer, initially the positive
photoresist was deposited on the surface of silicon wafer and then soft-baked for 90 sec. To transfer this
pattern to the sample surface, ultraviolet light exposure (UV) was carried out for 10 sec. RD-6 developer
was used for 15 sec to develop the process and then the developed sample was baked again at 110 0C to
eliminate the unnecessary moisture and enhance the adhesion between the SiO2 and silver layer. In the
�nal step, 23 seconds of silver etchant was processed to remove the unexposed area. Further, the
chemical modi�cation was carried out on these fabricated surfaces to immobilize the biomolecules
following by the detection.  The above briefed protocol was followed from the earlier report by
Ramanathan et al. (2019). [20] The 3D nanopro�ler was used to analyse the surface of IDE.

Immobilization of capture probe on IDE

To immobilize the capture probe on the IDE surface, silane and glutaraldehyde chemical interaction was
used as the linker. Initially IDE sensing surface was treated with 1% potassium hydroxide (KOH) for 1 min.
After the washing step by distilled water, 2% of diluted APTES in 30% ethanol was placed on the KOH
activated surface and kept at room temperature for 2 h under wet condition. And then the surface washed
with 30% ethanol and by the distilled water to remove the unbound APTES. On APTES surface 2.5% of
GLU was incubated and kept for 2 h at RT. A 200 nM of streptavidin was dropped on the GLU-modi�ed
surface and kept for 1 h and then the remaining surfaces were blocked by 1 M ethanolamine for 30 min
at RT. Finally, 1 µM of biotinylated capture probe was permitted to interact with the immobilized
streptavidin on the IDE surface. This capture probe modi�ed surface was used to detect and quantify the
level of target gene sequence SOX-17. All the experimental conditions were kept to be wet and washed
between each step using 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4).

Immobilization of capture probe on Si-Al nanocomposite modi�ed IDE surface

To immobilize the capture probe on Si-Al nanocomposite modi�ed IDE surface, �rst Si-Al nanocomposite
was attached on the IDE surface through APTES as the linker. A 0.1 g of Si-Al nanocomposite was
suspended in 1 mL of 2% APTES (in 30% ethanol) and kept for 1 h at RT. And then the above diluted Si-Al
nanocomposite was placed on the KOH activated IDE sensing surface. The other immobilization steps of
GLU, streptavidin and biotinylated capture probe were carried out as described above. These capture
probe modi�ed Si-Al nanocomposite IDE surface was used to detect and quantify the level of target gene
sequence of SOX-17.

Comparative detection of SOX-17 gene target on IDE and Si-Al nanocomposite modi�ed IDE sensing
surfaces
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On these capture probe modi�ed IDE and Si-Al nanocomposite-IDE surfaces, 1 pM of target sequence was
interacted and compared. For that 1 pM of target sequence was dropped and the changes in the current
before and after the complementation were noticed for comparison. Before record the current �ow, the
surface was washed 5 times by 10 mM PBS (pH 7.4) to avoid any nonspeci�c binding of biomolecules
on the sensing surfaces.

Limit of detection on IDE and Si-Al nanocomposite-modi�ed IDE sensing surfaces

Comparison with limit of detection of target gene sequence of SOX-17 was carried out with IDE and Si-Al
nanocomposite modi�ed IDE sensing surfaces. Target sequence concentrations from 1 aM to 100 fM by
10 order dilution were dropped individually on both IDE and Si-Al nanocomposite modi�ed IDE surfaces.
The difference in current of before and after immobilization was monitored for each concentration of
target sequence and plotted by the linear graph to �nd the limit of detection.

Speci�city experiment on IDE and Si-Al nanocomposite modi�ed IDE sensing surfaces

Speci�city of target sequence complementation was evaluated using three different control sequences,
namely complementary of target, single and triple mismatched target sequences. A 1 pM of these
sequences were dropped on the capture probe modi�ed IDE and Si-Al nanocomposite-IDE surfaces and
compared the changes in the current with the similar of target sequence at 1 pM concentration.

 

Results And Discussion
Stomach cancer originates in the areas with the inner lining of the stomach and then cells grown into the
tumour. Main cause of gastric cancer is by the infection of H. pylori bacterium. Infection of this bacterium
causes ulcers, consequently it become the cancer. Detection of gastric cancer at the later stage is a big
hurdle and affects the survival rate of the patient. SOX-17 gene expression and methylation plays a major
role in various cancers including gastric cancer. Identifying and quantifying the target sequence for this
gene helps to diagnose the progression with gastric cancer. In this research, the target sequence for SOX-
17 gene was detected on IDE and Si-Al composite modi�ed sensing surfaces and compared their
detection limit.

Detection strategy for target DNA complementation on IDE and Si-Al-IDE sensing surface

Figure 1 displays the schematic representation of SOX-17 target gene sequence complementation by IDE
and Si-Al-IDE sensing surfaces. Silane and glutaraldehyde (GLU) chemical modi�cations were used to
immobilize the capture probe on these surfaces. Before being started the surfaces were treated with 1%
KOH to improve the chance of APTES binding on the surface, because without OH-groups, APTES
adsorption on the sensing surface will be lowered due to the minimal of polar and hydrogen bond
acceptance [21–23]. On the APTES modi�ed surfaces, GLU was used as the linker to immobilize the
streptavidin. GLU is the organic compound has the formula CH2(CH2CHO)2, found as the e�cient
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crosslinker for proteins and antibodies. Two aldehyde groups in GLU can link to the surface of protein
and antibody [24–26]. Streptavidin was immobilized on GLU surface and interacted with biotinylated
probe. In the case of Si-Al nanocomposites, Si-Al was mixed APTES and immobilized on the IDE surface
and the similar procedure was followed to immobilize the capture probe. These capture probe modi�ed
surfaces were compared for the detection of target sequence.

Comparison of immobilization of capture probe on IDE and Si-Al-IDE surfaces

Immobilization of capture probe con�rmation was carried out on modi�ed IDE sensing surfaces (Figure
2a&b). Figure 2a, shows the capture probe immobilization on IDE surface. In which, bare IDE surface
exhibits the current level as 0.74 nA, after adding APTES on the surface, it increased to 9.7 nA. When the
GLU was �ooded on the APTES surface, the current level was further increased to 20 nA. This clear
increment of current con�rms the chemical interaction of APTES with GLU. A 200 nM of streptavidin
attachment on GLU shows the current change to be 69.3 nA. This shows 3 times increment of current
from the GLU state, indicating the proper streptavidin binding with GLU. After that, 1 M of ethanolamine
was added on the surface to completely cover the remaining GLU surfaces to avoid the nonspeci�c
interaction on the sensing surface, the current was increased to 125 nA upon binding of ethanolamine.
Finally, biotinylated capture probe was interacted, the current changes were noticed as from 125 nA to
1.35 nA (Figure 3a). This drastic change in current was clearly revealed the binding of biotinylated
capture probe to the immobilized streptavidin on IDE surface. Figure 2b shows the immobilization
process of biotinylated capture probe on Si-Al modi�ed IDE surface. After dropping APTES-Si-Al, the
current level was highly enhanced from 0.7 to 46 nA, this doubles the conductivity compared with only
APTES surface. This might be due to the larger number of APTES binding on the surface of Si-Al and
immobilized on IDE surface. When adding Glu, the current changes were noticed as 161 nA, this GLU
immobilization process also improved by Si-Al conjugates compared with the surface of only APTES.
Upon binding of streptavidin to GLU, the current level was further increased to 500 nA, clearly indicating
the higher immobilization of streptavidin on IDE surface through Si-Al nanocomposite. The ethanolamine
blocking step shows the slight changes in current as to 600 nA, due to the surface occupied by the larger
number of streptavidin molecules.  Finally, capture probe was added and the current level was lowered
drastically to 1 nA. This is 6.5 times higher changes compared with the surface of only APTES (Figure
3b).  The step-wise changes in the current with above chemical and biological modi�cations on the both
surfaces were compared and both are showing the similar trends, however, larger conductivity was found
on the Si-Al-IDE surface (Figure 3c).

Complementation of SOX-17 target gene sequence on IDE and Si-Al-IDE surface

Target gene sequence of SOX-17 was detected on both capture probe modi�ed IDE and Si-Al-IDE
surfaces. A 1 pM of target sequence was dropped on both of these surfaces for complementation, and
the changes in current were noticed. As shown in �gure 4a, on the capture probe modi�ed IDE surface, 1
pM of target gene sequence displays the current change from 1.35 nA to 3.7 µA. This huge change in
current shows the complementation of target sequence with the immobilized capture probe, caused larger
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conductivity changes. At the same time, 1 pM of target was dropped on the capture probe modi�ed Si-Al-
IDE surface and the current change was noticed from 1 nA to 6.5 µA. This is almost twice compared the
surface condition without Si-Al nanocomposite (Figure 4b). In comparison, both cases display the clear
complementation and were noticed with higher current changes. Biomolecular immobilization on sensing
surface plays a major role to enhance the current �ow. Here, we utilized the strong chemical linkers using
APTES-GLU to immobilize the streptavidin on IDE surface and also biotin-streptavidin strategy was
utilized to immobilize the capture probe. It is well known that biotin and streptavidin has a strong binding
a�nity, the larger number of biotinylated capture probe can immobilize on sensing surface, it leads to
capture more target sequence [27]. Moreover, Si-Al nanocomposite improved the electric current �ow due
to their excellent electrical conductivity and also a greater number of biomolecules were captured through
Si-Al nanocomposite.

Comparison of Limit of detection with SOX-17 target gene sequence on IDE and Si-Al-IDE surfaces

Since it was proved that, Si-Al nanocomposite enhanced the detection of target gene sequence; the limit
of detection with the target sequence was carried out by the titration and compared with the surface
condition in the absence of Si-Al. For that, the target sequence concentrations are from 10 aM to 100 fM
were prepared by ten order dilutions and dropped independently on IDE and Si-Al-IDE surfaces.  Figure 4c
shows the different concentrations of target sequence complementation with the capture probe. A 1 aM
of target sequence did not show any signi�cant current change, while with increasing the concentration
to 10 aM, it was increased from 1.35 nA to 50 nA. Further increments with the concentrations as 100 aM,
1 fM, 10 fM and 100 fM, the changes in current �ows were noticed to be increased to 93, 175, 350, and
457 nA, respectively. These increments in current �ow indicated the e�cient complementation of target
sequence to the capture probe was immobilized on IDE surface. On Si-Al-IDE surface, the similar
concentrations of target sequence were dropped and the changes in current were monitored for the
comparison. As shows in �gure 4d, after dropping 1 aM of target sequence, a clear change in current was
noticed, which cannot happened on the IDE surface without Si-Al. Target sequence with the
concentrations of 1 aM, 10 aM, 100 aM, 1 fM, 10 fM and 100 fM, the changes of current were noticed as
9, 70, 97,194, 360 and 2443 nA, respectively. It was found that in all the tested concentrations of target
sequence higher changes in current were noticed in the presence of Si-Al nanocomposites (Figure 5a).
The linear regression graph shows the limit of detection in the presence of Si-Al to be 1 aM, while it shows
10 aM on the absence of Si-Al nanocomposites (Figure 5b).

Speci�c detection of SOX-17 target gene sequence on IDE and Si-Al-IDE surfaces

To evaluate the speci�c detection of SOX-17 target gene sequence, three various control experiments
were carried out on biotinylated capture probe immobilized surfaces. Used 1 pM of single-mismatch,
triple-mismatch and complementary of target sequences and were dropped individually on both capture
probe modi�ed IDE and Si-Al-IDE sensing surfaces, it was found that the capture probe only recognizes
the target sequence in both of the cases. There is no signi�cant current changes were noticed in all the
control experiments, representing the selective detection of target sequence (Figure 6a&b).
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Conclusion
Gastric cancer is a widely occurring complication, happened by the originating of cancer cells from the
lining of stomach. Identifying the gastric cancer at the initial stage is mandatory to give a better
treatment and recovery. SOX-17 gene methylation and lower expression were found to play a necessary
role in the gastric cancer progression. Detecting and quantifying the level of the target gene sequence of
SOX-17 helps to monitor the gastric cancer. This research focused to detect the SOX-17 target sequence
on silica-alumina (Si-Al) nanocomposite modi�ed interdigitated electrode surface. It was reached 1 aM of
target sequence detection in the presence of Si-Al and 10 aM in the absence of Si-Al. Si-Al modi�ed
electrode improved the current �ow in all the processes for complementation with target and capture
probe sequences. Moreover, control experiments with single-, triple-mismatch and complementary
sequences of target sequence on the capture probe were carried out, all the control sequences failed to
interact with the probe sequence, indicating the speci�c detection of SOX-17 gene. This detection method
helps to monitor the gastric cancer associated progression at its initial stage. 
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Figure 1

Schematic presentation for the complementation and mis-matching of SOX-17 gene target sequence on
IDE. The IDE was modi�ed by nanocomposite (Si-Al-IDE). APTES modi�ed Si-Al was attached on the IDE
surface and linked to GLU. On this surface, streptavidin was allowed to immobilize and then biotinylated
capture DNA-probe was interacted through biotin-streptavidin strategy. On the capture DNA-probe the
target sequence complementation was performed and compared in the absence of Si-Al. Speci�city
analysis was done by using mis-match DNA sequences. 3D-nanopro�ler images were displayed for the
surface modi�cations as inset.
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Figure 2

Comparison of immobilization process of capture probe on the surfaces, (a) IDE and (b) Si-Al-IDE. Until
the blocking step is shown.
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Figure 3

Attachment of capture probe on the blocked surfaces, (a) IDE; (b) Si-Al-IDE and (c) comparative analysis
with different immobilizations. IDE and Si-Al-IDE surfaces were compared. Probe attachment on the IDE is
shown as �gure inset (a).

Figure 4

Detection of 1 pM target sequence on the surfaces, (a) IDE and (b) Si-Al-IDE. Higher level of current
change was noticed in the presence of SI-Al for the similar concentration of the target sequence. Target
sequence complementation on the IDE-probe surface is shown as �gure inset. Limit of detection of target
sequence on the surfaces, (c) IDE and (d) Si-Al-IDE. Target sequence was interacted from concentrations
1 aM to 100 fM on both surfaces and the changes in the current level were compared. Figure inset is
representing the signal at the lowest concentration.
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Figure 5

(a) Comparing the current changes at different concentrations of target sequence on IDE and Si-Al-IDE
surfaces. With all the concentrations, higher levels of current changes were noticed on Si-Al-modi�ed IDE.
(b) Linear regression graph by different concentrations of target sequence complementation on IDE and
Si-Al-IDE surfaces. The limit of detection was found as 1 aM on Si-Al-IDE surface, while 10 aM on IDE
surface.
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Figure 6

(a) speci�c detection of SOX-17 gene target sequence. Control experiments conducted with
complementary, triple and single mismatched target sequences. It was found that the capture probe
failed to recognise the control sequences, indicating the speci�c detection of the complete target
sequence.


